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1. Introduction 
 

Existing cloud database systems have been focused on scalability and availability than consistency.  Consequently, 
the responsibility for data consistency rest upon application developers. However, according to [1], recently emerging 
applications such as online gaming, collaborative editing, and social networking, require strong consistency, which 
requires that there be only one copy of each data item, and only serializable access be permitted. In order to relieve 
this problem, several cloud databases [1-7] have been proposed, and some of them are proposed by major cloud 
service providers. However, most of them provide only limited transactional services. For example, some of them 
restrict data access to a partition of a database. Also, most of them employee optimistic concurrency control with lock 
methods that may reduce the response time of a transaction. 

However, [3, 7] have different approaches. In their methods, a DB kernel is decomposed into a transaction 
component (TC) and a data component (DC). The TC provides concurrency control and recovery functions, and has 
logical level knowledge about keys and records without knowledge of physical structures such as pages and buffers. 
The DC provides access methods and cache management functions, but has no knowledge of how they are grouped in 
user transactions. This approach gives scalability and fast commit of transactions to cloud database systems.  

These methods also have some problems.  Because a TC has no idea about keys in tables, and it cannot request 
any lock on any specific key. Therefore, they proposed a partition covering lock. The partition covering lock uses 
partitioned key ranges of a table as lock resources instead physical resources such as pages and records. If the key 
ranges have the same size and the range is static, the method is hard to handle skewed keys. Too much lock 
contentions in the skewed key ranges may reduce the throughput and response time of transactions. Also, they use 
lock based concurrency control, so the performance may be restricted in distributed environment.  

[1] proposed advanced methods to solve the problems of [3, 7]. It applies SI techniques instead of lock based 
concurrency control methods to [3, 7], and proposed a dynamic partitioning lock method to handle the skewed key 
problem. It monitors the number of transactions that access each partition and the number of records in each partition. 
Then, it splits any partition that is accessed more times than a particular threshold and maintains the split information 
using an index structure.  

The methods proposed in [1, 3, 7] is difficult to be applied to existing cloud data stores. However, many cloud 
service providers and cloud applications already use or are based on existing cloud data stores. For them, a new 
approach is needed that it does not require the modification of existing applications and cloud database systems or 
require very small modification. In this paper, we propose a cloud transaction processing system (CTPS) that are 
loosely coupled with existing cloud data stores. The proposed CTPS enables existing cloud data stores to process 
transactional queries. In our method, the CTPS is similar to a TC in [1, 3, 7] and an existing cloud data store is 
similar to a DC in [1, 3, 7].  The CTPS analyzes the CRUD (create, read, update, delete) queries and transforms them 
to transactional queries. Also, it performs concurrency control and recovery in a similar way to those of [1, 3, 7].  

 

2. The Proposed Cloud Transaction Processing System 
 

In this paper, the proposed cloud transaction processing system (CTPS) enables existing cloud data stores to 
provide transactional functionalities with the small modification of them. The architecture of our proposed CTPS is 
shown in Figure 1. The CTPS consists of query analyzer, metadata manager, transaction manager, concurrency 
control manager, recovery manager and log manager. The queries from clients of cloud data stores are delivered to 
the query analyzer of the CTPS. The query analyzer analyzes a query with CRUD (create, read, update, delete) 
operations from a client, and transforms it to a transactional query. The query analyzer uses CRUD ontology that 
describes the CRUD operations of a certain cloud data store.  The transactional query may contain locks, transaction 
control statement (begin, abort, transaction, rollback), log operations and CRUD operations.   

For example, assume that a query from a client is “read A; A=A+1; write A;”.  The query analyzer transforms the 
query to “begin transaction; r-lock (A); read A; A=A+1; w-lock (A); write A+timestamp; write A; return A to CTPS; 
log (A); If fail, rollback; commit;” by analyzing the query. In this example, we assume that the CTPS employee lock 
based OCC (optimistic concurrency control) method, so the transactional query includes lock and timestamp 
operations.   

Like Deuteronomy [7], the proposed CTPS is loosely coupled with cloud data stores. Therefore, the CTPS 
maintain metadata store for the database in cloud data store. The metadata store contains the key range of each table, 
lock information and the state of each transaction.  The metadata store may be accessed very frequently, so it is built 
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based on in-memory data store. The transformed transactional query is sent to a transaction manager.  The transaction 
manager registers the transactional query as a transaction in the metadata store, and monitors the transaction’s life.  

The crud operations in the transformed query are delivered to cloud data store sequentially, and the cloud data 
store performs them.  Before sending a CRUD operation, the CTPS checks the needs of lock operations. If lock 
operation is needed, the transaction manager sends lock operations to concurrency control manager. After the 
completion of the query, cloud data store returns the results.  The log manager of the CTPS create log records by 
analyzing the returned results, and write them to log managed by the cloud data store.  If the cloud data store returns 
fail messages, the transaction manager aborts the transaction with the created log records. Otherwise, the transaction 
is committed. 

 

 
 

3. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we proposed a cloud transaction processing system that can be applied existing cloud data stores 

easily. Our proposed CTPS requires no modification to existing applications and cloud database systems or only 
small modification to them. The proposed CTPS is loosely coupled with existing cloud data stores. It enables existing 
cloud data stores to process transactional queries. It analyzes CRUD (create, read, update, delete) queries and 
transforms them to transactional queries, and provides concurrency control and recovery functionalities. 
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Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed CTPS 




